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IN [ 161 SMALE places the problem of “optimizing” several functions at once in the setting of global 
analysis. In this way, he outlines a possible generalization of the classical Morse theory. Roughly 
speaking, for any given smooth mapping f from a manifold W” into R”, he defines the critical 
Pareto set 6 which is an analogue and generalization of the set of critical points of a single 
differentiable function. Local analytic invariants for the points in 6 are also defined as natural 
generalizations of indices for critical points of a single differentiable function. Finally, he 
conjectures a set of “Morse inequalities” which relate the local analytic invariants of 8 to the 
global topological invariants (Betti numbers), just as the classical Morse inequalities did. The 
purpose of this paper is to justify the Morse theory Smale outlined in the case where there are 
two functions defined on a manifold. 
More precisely, let f be a smooth mapping from a compact manifold W” (n 2 2) into the 
Cartesian plane R *. A point p in W” is said to be a local Pareto optimum of f if and only if there 
exists a neighborhood U of p such that 4 E U and fi(q) ?fi(p) (i = 1,2) implies fi(q) = fi(p) 
(i = 1,2). Clearly, the notion of a local Pareto optimum for two functions (the components off) 
generalizes the notion of a local maximum for a single function. It is easy to see that the 
necessary condition for local Pareto optimum off at a given point p in W” is that (D&-l (open 
first quadrant of R ‘) = 0. Here the first derivative Df(p) of f at p is regarded as a linear mapping 
from the tangent space T, W” into R *. A point in W” which satisfies the necessary condition for a 
local Pareto optimum at that point is called a critical Pareto point of fi The set of all critical 
Pareto points of f is called the critical Pareto set 0 off. Obviously, this critical Pareto set 0 is 
contained in the set of critical points of f in the ordinary sense. The critical points of a single 
function are those points which satisfy the necessary conditions of local maxima for that 
function. Therefore, one may regard the concept of critical Pareto points for two functions as a 
natural generalization of the concept of critical points for a single function. 
Let us illustrate the concept of critical Pareto set 13 by the following Klein bottle example, 
which will be used later on to illustrate other basic concepts and results of this paper. 
Klein bottle example. Take W to be the Klein bottle, and f to be the usual mapping of f into R * 
as in Fig. 2. That is, we immerse the Klein bottle in R 3 as in Fig. 1; then we project it into P * along 
the direction we look at the immersed Klein bottle. 
Observations show that: (1) the set of critical points 2 off is a circle with two cusp points in it, 
and the image f(X) of Z under f is a closed curve as indicated in Fig. 2, (2) given a point p in Z, 
ImDf, (T, W) is the straight line passing through the origin which is parallel to the tangent line of 
Fig I Fig 2 
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f(Z) at f(p ). Therefore, (D&-l (first open quadrant) = C#J if and only if f(p) belongs to the thick 
arcs in f(Z) as indicated in Fig. 2. Thus, the critical Pareto set 6 consists of five arcs, and the 
images of those arcs are indicated in Fig. 2 as ‘the thick arcs in f(E). 
The above Klein bottle example suggests that, in general, the set of critical points 2 of f is a 
l-dimensional submanifold of W, and the critical Pareto set 0 is a l-dimensional submanifold 
with boundary in I;. In 8 2, we will prove that these facts are true for any compact manifold under 
suitable generic assumptions on J 
For a given point p in W, the second derivative does not make sense invariantly; however, 
when this 2”d derivative as a bilinear form is restricted to the kernel ker Df(p) of Df(p), and takes 
it values in the cokernel R*/ImDf(p) of Df(p), then this form is invariantly defined[7, 161. It is 
called the 2”d intrinsic derivative of f Now, suppose p is a critical Pareto point of f with 
dimDf(p) = 1. In this case, since ImDf(p) (l (open first quadrant of R’) = 4, the l-dimensional 
vector space R*/ImDf(p) has a canonical positive ray. Therefore, one may define the index and 
nullity at this point p as the index and nullity of the bilinear symmetric form H,: kerDf(p) x 
kerDf(p)+ R*/ImDf(p). The concept of index and nullity depends only on the first and second 
derivatives of f at p, and they are local analytic invariants for J 
The Klein bottle example shows that the indices are constant along the connected 
components of e\S,‘Cf), and each connected component is homeomorphic to an interval. Here 
S,‘cf) is the finite set of cusp points in W. In § 3, we will prove that these facts are true for any 
compact manifold under suitable generic assumptions on fi These connected components will be 
called the critical intervals of J The index of a given critical interval is defined to be the index of 
any point belongs to it. In the Klein bottle example, there are six critical intervals with 
appropriate indices attaching to them as shown in Fig. 2. 
In order to formulate the set of “Morse inequalities”, one needs to attach a plus or minus sign 
to each end point of a critical interval &. An end point of & is called positive (or negative) if it 
receives a plus (or minus) sign. These signs depend only on the first and second derivatives of f 
(cf. § 3). Therefore, they are local analytic invariants for J Again, we motivate the introduction of 
these local invariants by looking at the Klein bottle example. The end points a and b of the 
critical interval & in the Klein bottle example as shown in Fig .2, have the same index and nullity. 
The point a is a local Pareto optimum for f, but the point b is not. Hence, the knowledge of index 
and nullity is insufficient for the understanding of the local behavior off around the end point for 
some critical interval. A closer look at the local behavior at these points suggests that one may 
attach a plus or minus sign to each end point of a given critical interval as follows: the end point 
of a critical interval receives a plus sign if both functions f,, fi are strictly increasing at that point 
along the outward direction (on Zcf)). Otherwise, it receives a minus sign. For instance, the end 
point a receives a minus sign, and the end point b receives a plus sign. These definitions for signs 
still make sense in general, provided f satisfies uitable generic assumptions. 
Using all these local analytic invariants we have just discussed, we are able to formulate a set 
of “Morse inequalities”. The main result of this paper says that the “Morse inequalities” are valid 
under suitable conditions on J 
Set 
Mo = CYO, 
Mi=ai+yi_,,(O<i<n) 
M. = y,-I, 
where (Y, = the number of critical intervals with index i and both end points are positive. 
-n = the number of critical intervals with index j and both end points are negative. 
MAIN THEOREM. Suppose f satisfies suitable generic conditions (cf. 5 1) and f has no cycles (cf. 
0 6). Then the following inequalities hold: 
Mo 2 Bo, 
M, - Moz B, - Bo, 
$ (-1)‘Mi = 2 (-l)‘Ri. 
(here Bi denotes the ith Betti number of W”). 
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The no cycle condition on f is too technical to state here. We simply remark that if the images 
of critical intervals off are pairwise disjoint, then f has no cycles. In the Klein bottle example, 
one has M, = 1, MI = 2, and Mz = 1. Therefore, we have justified the above theorem for that 
example. 
The proof of the main theorem depends on the existence of a “nice” generalized gradient 
vector field (cf. § 4), which is a natural generalization of the gradient vector field for a single 
function. In § 3, we show the existence of nice charts for critical Pareto points off. This may be 
regarded as an analogue of the Morse lemma for a single function. Based on these nice charts for 
8, one can construct a nice generalized gradient vector field without too much difficulty. 
Finally, I sketch the proof of the main theorem of this paper. The idea is essentially the same 
as in Smale’s paper “Morse inequalities for a dynamical system”[l5]. Denote by 8, either a 
critical interval or a cusp point in 8. Choose a nice gradient vector field X for j. For each 8,, the 
stable manifold W’(&) is the set of points tending to 8, as t + ~0. Define an increasing sequence 
of closed subspaces L, inductively as follows: Lo = 0, LI, = Lt-, U { W”(&)laW’(&) C Lk-,}. 
The no cycle condition on f implies that {Lr} is a filtration of W (cf. 0 6). Through a careful 
analysis of the local dynamics of X around 8 (cf. § 5), one shows Mi = T dim Hi&, L,-,). 
Applying the well-known algebraic arguments of [l I], one gets the desired “Morse inequalities”. 
I am indebted to my advisor, Prof. S. Smale, for suggesting the problem of establishing a 
Morse theory for two functions and for giving many stimulating ideas. 
$1. GENERIC ASSUMPTIONS ON f 
We state the generic assumptions on f and some of their properties in this section. Let W be 
a compact C’“-manifold of dimension n (n 5 2), and let f be a smooth mapping from W” into R *. 
Denote by j’(W”, R’) the space of r-jets from W into R’, and j’f(x) the r-jets off at x(E W). 
The r-extension of f is defined by j’f: W + J’( W, R’): x + j’f(x). For a given submanifold 
S(W, R*) C J’( W, R*), write s(j) = (j’f)-‘(S(W, R*)) C W [cf. 31. 
The first transversality condition is that j’f is transversal to S,( W, R *), S2( W, R 2), and j’f is 
transversal to S,‘( W, R*). Here the singular manifolds S,, S2 and S,’ are defined in the sense of 
Thorn and Levine [3,4]. In general, S,(f) is the set of critical points of f with rank equal to one, 
and S,(f) is the set of critical points off with rank equal to zero. Under the above transversality 
condition, S,cf) consists of finitely many circles, S,(f) = 0, and S,‘(f) is the finite subset of S,y) 
where f]S,cf): S,(J)+ R* fails to be an immersion. Furthermore, Whitney[lO] even gets the 
normal forms of the singularities of f. Namely, p E W is a fold point if and only if 
p E S,u)\S,‘(f), and p E W is a cusp point if and only if p E S,“(f). 
The second transversality condition is that the first derivative of f is transversal to proper 
coordinates subspaces of R2. Let us state this condition more precisely. 
Let 
P1 = {all lines in RZ through origin}. 
Then P, is a projective line, and the proper coordinate subspaces of R’, i.e. the x-axis and y-axis, 
can be regarded as two points al, a2 in PI. 
Suppose that f satisfies the first transversality condition. Regard Df as a mapping from W 
into R*. The restriction of Df on S,(f) induces a “Gauss mapping” Gf: S,cf)+P,, where Gf(x) 
is the unique line in R2 through the origin which is parallel to Im(Df(x))(T,W). 
Definition 1.1. Suppose that f satisfies the first transversality condition. The first derivative of 
f is called transversal to fhe proper coordinate subspaces of R* along S,(f), (S,‘(f)) if aI and a2 
are regular values of Gf: S,(j) + PI(GflS1?j): S,‘cf)- PI). 
The condition that the first derivative off is transversal to the proper coordinate subspaces of 
R* along S,‘cf), simply means that ImDf(c) is never parallel to x-axis or y-axis for any cusp point 
c off. 
We conclude this section with the following remark: it is not hard to show that the first and 
second transversality conditions are generic assumptions on f. 
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92. CRITICAL INTERVAL 81 
Let W be a compact C” manifold of dimension n (n I 2), and let f be a smooth mapping from 
W into R2. In this paper, we assume that f satisfies the generic conditions of B 1. 
We shall now state formally those definitions given in the Introduction and prove several 
elementary facts about them. 
Definition 2.1. A point p in W is called a critical Pareto point off if and only if (Df),-’ (the 
open first quadrant of R2) = 0. The set of all critical Pareto points off is called the critical Pareto 
set 0 of the mapping f. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. (a) 8 C Sdf) and 8 is a l-dimensional closed submanifold with boundary CM 
in S,(f). 
(b) p E d6 if and only if ImDf(p) is parallel to either the x-axis or y-axis. 
Definition 2.2. If p is a critical Pareto point, the Hessiarz H of f at p is the quadratic form 
kerDf(p) X kerDf(p)4R*/ImDf(p) which is induced from D’f(p) [cf. 71. 
R’/ImDf(p) is an ordered l-dimensional vector space over R. Therefore, it makes sense to 
talk about the index and nullity of the Hessian H. 
Definition 2.3. The index and nullity of a critical Pareto point is the index and nullity of its 
Hessian at that point. 
Let p be a critical Pareto point in W. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. p is degenerate (nullity > 0) if and only if p is a cusp point off. 
Proof. Whitney’s normal form and computation. (Observe that the nullity of a critical point is 
a differential invariant, cf. [7]). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) The connected components {&} of e\.&?,‘(f) are finite in number. 
(b) Each component & is an interval (not a circle). 
(c) Let f = (f,, f2). One off, and f2 is strictly increasing and the other is strictly decreasing (fix 
a parametrization of 13,) along 8,. Thus f is one-to-one on &. 
Proof. (a) Clear. 
(b) Suppose & were a circle. Compactness of & and flf& is an immersion imply the existence 
of a point p in & such that the slope of ImDf(p) is 1. This contradicts the fact that p is a critical 
Pareto point of f. 
(c) Fix a parametrization q on 19~. Clearly, (df,/dV) . (df*/d\IT) < 0 in A \a& Therefore, either 
(df,/dq) < 0, (dfJdW) > 0 in @,\a@ or (df,/dT) > 0, (dfJdp) < 0 in &\afX This fact will imply (c). 
Q.E.D. 
Definition 2.4. The connected components {&} of 0\S,‘(f) are called the critical intervals off. 
It will be shown in the next section that the indices are constant for each critical interval 8,. 
Thus it makes sense to define the index of a critical interval as the index of any point in it. 
We conclude this section by assigning a + or - sign to each boundary point p in 8. The reason 
will be clear later. 
Definition 2.5. A boundary point p of 0 is called positive (resp. negative) if both functions 
fl]S,cf), f21S,(f) are strictly increasing (decreasing) at that point along the outward direction. 
Remark. Similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.3~ shows that every boundary point 
p of 0 is either positive or negative. 
$3. NICE CO-ORDINATE CHARTS FOR POINTS IN 0 
When we bring singularities into Whitney’s normal forms, we change the co-ordinate system 
in the target space also. Thus, Whitney’s normal forms are not very suitable to our theory. 
Therefore, we will derive some simple forms for points in 0 in which we change the co-ordinate 
system in the source only. 
Set e, = (1, l), e2 = (-1, 1). 
Denote by (Y, U) the global linear co-ordinate system in R’ which is defined by (e,, e,). Namely, 
if u E R’, then u = Y(u)e, + U(u)ez. Let p be a point in 0. Then, U 0 f is a submersion at p. 
Therefore, by the implicit function theorem, there exists a co-ordinate chart (y, u) centered at p 
such that f(y, u) = h(y, u)e! + net+ f(p). Denote by k the isomorphism R’/ImDf(p)+ R such 
that k(Ae, + ImDf(p )) = A. Clearly it preserves ordering. Set n ( y ) = h ( y, 0). Clearly 0 is a critical 
point of 7. Using the co-ordinate chart (y, u), one easily sees that H, = k 0 H,, where H,, Hf are 
the Hessians of n, f at p respectively. 
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LEMMA 3.1. If p is a fold point in 8, then there exists a co-ordinate chart (y,, . . ., y.-], u) 
centered at p such that 
where h(u) is a smooth function in u. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, one may assume f(p) = 0. Let (y, u) be a coordinate chart 
centered at p such that f(y, u) = h(y, u)e, + uez. h(y, u) can be regarded as a l-parameter 
unfolding of h(y, 0) = 77(y). Hq = k 0 H,, and H, is non-degenerate (from Proposition 2.2) imply 
that 0 is a non-degenerate critical point of n. Now, the lemma follows from the standard theorem 
of unfolding theory that any unfolding of a Morse function is equivalent to a trivial unfolding [cf. 
81. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let p be a cusp point in 6. Then, there exists a coordinate chart (x, yl, . . ., ynW2, u) 
centered at p such that 
f(x, Y> u) = [$ +ux+ - x y12+ ( ‘“;;y) @x,, yf)+A(u)]el+ LJ(u)ez+f(p) 
where A(u) is a smooth function in u, and U(u) is a difleomorphism in u. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, one may assume f(p) = 0. 
(a) We shall show that there exists a coordinate chart (x, yl, . . ., yne2, u) around p such that 
x(p) = y(p) = u(p)= 0, f(x, y, u) = h(x, y, u)e, + uez with 
Let (y, u) be a coordinate chart around p such that f(y, u) = h(y, u)e~ + ue2 with 
x(p)=y(p)=u(p)=O.Set77(y)=h(y,O).Justasbefore,onehasH,=koH,.pisacusppoint. 
Proposition 2.2 implies that the nullity of H,, at 0 is 1. Using a lemma of Gromoll-Meyer [cf. 191 
one may assume n(y) = g(y.-I)+ Ql(yl, . D ., y&, where Q,(y) is a non-degenerate quadratic 
form in yl,. . ., Y,,_~ with index Q, = index p, and g(0) = g’(0) = g”(0) = 0. 
Clearly, the local algebra 6,, >f n is isomorphic to the local algebra & off [cf. 51. The point p 
is a cusp point of f. Therefore 0, is isomorphic to R[[yl,. . ., y.-2ll/(y~-1~ Qz(YI,. . ., y-2)) 
where QZ is a non-degenerate quadratic form in yl, . ~ ., y,_, with index Q2 = index Hf. Hence 
RI[y,, . . ., ~.-.~ll/(y~-~ 2 Q2(yI,. . ., ~“-2)) is isomorphic to R [[YI, . . ., Yn-2lll@(Y”-d + 
Q~YI, . . ., yne2)). Applying the Corollary 11.1 in [71, one has R[[y,-Ill/(y~-,)= 
R[[y,_J]/(g(yn_l)). Clearly, this implies that there exists a coordinate transformation x(y,-,) with 
x(0) = 0 and g(y,-,) = [x(y.-413/3. The coordinate chart (x, yl, . . ., JJ,,-~, u) has the desired 
property. 
(b) Let (x, p, u) be a coordinate chart with the property stated in (a). Then, it follows from 
Proposition 1.8[5], and Lemma 1, III [8, p. 501 that f(x, y, u) is an universal unfolding of 
0(x, y) = f(x, y, 0). Clearly, q(x, y, U) = (x3/3)+ ux + Q,(y) is an universal unfolding of 
4(x, y, 0) = (x3/3) + Q,(y). The lemma follows from the fact that any two universal unfoldings of 
n with the same number of parameters are isomorphic [Theorem 2, Chapter II, 81. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let p be a fold point of 6. Let (y, u) be a coordinate chart centered at p such that 
where A(u) is a smooth function in u. Then 
(a) p is a boundary point of 8 if and only if (dA /du)(p) = k-1. 
(b) If p is a boundary point of 8, then (d2A/du2)(p) #0. 
Furthermore, p is positive (cf. Definition 2.5) if and only if (d’A /du2)(p) > 0. 
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Proof. Direct computation. 
I would like to give a name for the local charts that we have just constructed in Lemmas 3.1 
and 3.2. 
Definition 3.1. Suppose p is a fold point (cusp point) in 0. A coordinate chart (N, 4) centered 
at p is called a nice chart for p if (N, 4) has the property stated in Lemma 3.1 (Lemma 3.2). 
We conclude this section by giving a corollary of the Lemma 3.1 we have just proved. 
Corollary 3.1. The indexfunction ind: 0 + Zgiven by p I+ ind p is a locally consrant function 
on e\S,‘(f). Hence, it makes sense to speak of the index of a critical interval. 
54. GENERALIZED GRADIENT VECTOR FIELD X FOR f 
Definition 4.1. A vector field X on W is called a generalized gradient vector field for f if and 
only if 
(a) X(p)=0 if p E 0. 
(b) X(p) E (Df)p-’ (the open first quadrant) if p B 8. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. There exists a generalized gradient vector field X for f on W. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let X be any generalized gradient vector field for f. Then 
(a) the nonwandering set of X is 13 [cf. 141, 
(b) ‘Pt(X)-+ y as t +--m for some y E 8. 
(c)~~(X)+zast++mforsomez E 8. 
Here, q,(x) = l-parameter group generated by X. 
Proof. (a) This follows directly by definition. 
(b) Set a(x) = lim s,et_Tl(x). (Y(X) is a compact connected set in 0. We claim (Y(X) = {y} (i.e. 
‘Irt (x) + y E 19 as t + -m). Fix a point y in ~1 (x). Let I be a sufficient small neighborhood of y in 
0 so that fll is one-to-one. For any j E I\(y) take disjoint open subsets U,, Uy in R’, with 
f(y) E U,, f(y) E U,. X is a generalized vector field for J Hence, there exists a to E R such that 
f@‘*(x)) E U, as t < to. Equivalently, p,(x) E f-l(&) as t < to. f-‘(U) rl f-‘(Uy) = 4 implies 
y’ B (i,(x)(tO}. That is j B a!(x). This fact together with the fact a(x) is a connected set in 0 
imply (u(x) = y. 
(c) Similar argument as in the proof of (b). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. One can define easily the concept of critical Pareto set and generalized gradient 
vector field in the case where f is a mapping from a compact manifold W” into R” with 
n 2 m 2 2. In this case, Proposition 4.2 is still true, provided f is generic in the sense of Mather 
[cf. 91. A similar argument works. 
We shall construct a nice generalized gradient vector field X such that the local picture of X 
near 8 is understood. 
Definition 4.2. Let X1, XZ be two vector fields defined on two manifolds M,, Mz respectively, 
and h a homeomorphism from an open set UI in Mt onto an open set U2 in Mz. Denote by Xi 1 Ui 
(i = 1,2) the restriction of the vector field X on Ui (i = 1,2). One says that h defines a 
topological equivalence between X,JU, and X2JUZ, if h maps integral curves of Xi/ UI into 
integral curves of X,lU, in a direction preserving way. In notation, X1/UI~Xl/U2. 
Denote by (y,, . . ., y._,, u) the canonical co-ordinates of R”. Let G: R --) R be a smooth 
function such that G is zero on (-a, 0] and strictly increasing on 10, ~0). 
Definition 4.3. A generalized gradient vector field X for f is called nice, if for each point p in 
8, there exists a homeomorphism h from a neighborhood V of p into R ” with h(p) = 0, having the 
following properties: 
if p E e\(ae u S,‘(f)). 
ind Cc, 
C 2 yi-&+ “i 
i-1 / j-i”d(p,+l 2Yi$+sgn(p)G(n)i]lh(V) 
if p E ae. 
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if p E S,‘(f) fl 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose f satisfies the generic assumptions as in § 1, then there exists a nice 
vector field for f. 
The following lemma is needed in the proof of Proposition 4.3. 
Let { V(y, u)} be a nice co-ordinate chart of a fold point p in 6. Let g be a riemannian metric 
on V. Define a vector field X, on V as follows: for each q in V, 
where 
X,(q) = m&Lq(flL(q)), 
L, ={a E Vlu(a)=u(q))={a f VIUof(a)= Uof(q)} 
and g/L, is the restriction of g to the submanifold L,. 
LEMMA 4.1. The vector field X,, constructed above is a smooth vector field on V. Furthermore, 
there exists a homeomorphism h from a neighborhood v (C V) of p into R “, with h(p) = 0, and 
in* (P 1 
X,lVK’i;- c 2yi-$+ 
I=, , j_i”gp,, 2yj&Jh(V)* 
Proof. X, (y, u) can be regarded as an unfolding of the vector field X, (y, 0). Observe that p is 
a hyperbolic fixed point for X,(y, 0). The lemma will follow from the fact that any unfolding of a 
vector field Y with hyperbolic fixed point is Co-equivalent to the trivial unfolding of Y. [cf. 121. 
Q.E.D. 
Now, we sketch the proof of Proposition 4.3. For simplicity, the following notation is used: 
Ial = max{la,l,. ., ja,I}, if a = (al,. . a9 a) E R”. 
Proof. (A) Choose a nice co-ordinate chart (N,, &) with 
and 
N, n e={q E N,ly(q)=0,x2(q)+u(q)=O} 




Nb n e={q E NblY(q)=o, U(q)501 
={q E NblY(q)=o, U(q)>% 
for each boundary point b in 8. One may assume that N,, Nb are small, so that they are pairwise 
disjoint. Set 
Nb ={q E NbII+b(q)l=eb/2) 
tic = {q E NcI)$c(q)l~ EC/% 
Choose a nice co-ordinate chart (N,, &) with 
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for each fold point p in e\M One may assume the N, are chosen in such a way that either 
N,, C Nb for some b E af3 or N,, rl & = I$ for any b E 89. 
(B) Let g be a Riemannian metric on W so that gij = Sii on each fib and NC. 
(C) Denote by X, the vector field on N, constructed before Lemma 4.1 for each fold point p 
in e\ae. Set 
ind (P ) 
xb=- 2 2y,$+ “i 
i-1 1 j-indCp)+l 
2y,-&*sgn(b)G(+u)i 
I 
on Nb for each boundary point b in 0. Here “+” is chosen if 
Nt, n 0 ={q E Nbly(q)=O, u(4)sOl 
and “-” is chosen if 
Nt, n e={q E Nbly(q)=O, u(q)rO). 
Set 
for each cusp point c in 0. 
(D) Thus, we associate avector field X, on N, for each 4 in 8. It is not difficult o see that they 
are compatible whenever they meet. Hence, there exists an unique vector field J? on N = ,2, N, 
such that _%lN, = X, for any 4 belonging to 8. Now, let X be a generalized gradient vector field 
on W such that X = ri‘ near 8. X has the desired properties. 
Q.E.D. 
85. THE STABLE MANIFOLDS OF A NICE VECTOR FIELD 
Let x be a nice vector field for j, and let 0 be the critical Pareto set of f We investigate the 
stable manifolds W’ near 8 in this section. 
Again, we denote by Y the l-parameter group generated by X. It is convenient o introduce 
the following notations, which will be used in 8 5 and 6. 
Given an open subset 0 in W, and a subset C C 0 n 0: 
Notation. 
wS(XlO,C)={q EOI~~(q)EO,foralltrO,~Ir,(q)-,x E C,ast-,m} 
W”(Xl0, C) = {q E 01*‘,(q) E 0, for all t 5 0, Yr(s)- y E C, as t + -m} 
if o = W, we simply write W’(C) for wS(Xl W, C) and W’(C) for WY WI W, Cl. 
(A) The stable manifold W(p) of a cusp point p in e 
We use the term manifold, because the set W”(p) can be shown to be a topological manifold. 
The following proposition determines W”(p) as a topological space. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let p be a cusp point in 0. Then 
(a) W’(p) is a topological submanifold with boundary. 
(b) W”(p) is homomorphic to [O,m) x Rind@). 
We prove two lemmas first. 
The following notations are used in Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5 .2, together with their proofs. 
Denote by h a homeomorphism from a neighborhood V of a cusp point p in 0 into R”, with 
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the following properties: 
(i) h(V)={(x.!‘,~)II~.I,lyl,lu1<6} for some 6>0. 
(ii) It(p)=O, and V n 0 ={q E Vly(q)=O, (~(q))~+u(q)=O}. 
(iii) h gives a topological equivalence between XIV and 
22s 
r i”dW, n-2 _ L c 2yzt c I=, ay, j=#“d(p)+l 2y&+(x’+ 4; II h(V). J 
The existence of such a homeomorphism is guaranteed by the definition of a nice vector field. 
Let E be a positive real number less than or equal to S. Set 
and h, =hlV.. (/a/=max(al,..., a,). if a=(al,...,&) E R”). 
y*(q)=(Yl(4),...,Yind(p)(4)) if 4 E V 
r&.(s) = (Yd (P)+l(4), . . ., y.-2(q)) if 4 E V. 
LEMW, 5.1. Suppose E is given with 0 < E I 6, and V. is a neighborhood of a cusp point p in 6 as 
above. If p, E V,\ W’(XlV., 0 n Vf) and pi converges to p (i = 1,2,. . .), then there exist real 
numbers cl-, and a subsequence pik of pi with Y&pc)+ P E W”(X/ V,, p)\(p). 
LEMA 5.2. Notation as before. W’(XI V,, p) = W”(p) n V. provided l is suficientfy small. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. XIV, is topologicaIly equivalent to 
h(V). 
This implies that 
W‘(XIV.,p)={4 E V.lYw(4)=0, x(4)50, u(q)=01 
W”(X)V.,p)={s E V.ly*(q)=O, X(4)‘& u(q)=01 
W”(XIV., 8 n V.)={q E V.ly,(q)=O, u(q)-(O, x(4Fv=m) 
Set 0 < 8 < C. Without loss of generality, one may assume that pi E V,- for each i. 
p, E V\W‘(XIV., 0 n V.) implies that the set {tlq,(pi) B Vs, t 20) is non-empty for each i. 
Set ti = min {t IY,(p,) B Vs, t 2 0) for each i. Certainly, one has IYt,(pi)l = 8, 
14’* GJ,,(p,)l 5 Iy*(p,)J, X(zul,(Pi)) 2 -(- u(Pi))1’2 or x (9,, (pi )) L x (pi), and u (9,, (pi )) = u (pi) for 
each i. Now. take a convergent subsequence q&i, 1 of ‘l’I,(pi). One has q,(pi,) + P with 
yth(p) = 0. x-(p) 2 0. u(p) = 0 and max (ly,@)l, Ix(~>l) = 8. Therefore, B E W”(XlV.,p)\{p}. 
Hence, the proof of Lemma 5.1 is complete. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Set V, = VSY, n = 1, 2, 3,. . . . We claim that there exists a positive 
integer no such that W’(XIV,,p)= W’(p) n V,. Otherwise, there exists a sequence 
p, E w”(p) n vi\wscXIVi,p), i = 1, 2 ,.... Certainly, one has pi E V\ W’(XlV, 0 n V) 
(V = V6). Applying Lemma 5.1, there exists real number tk and a subsequence pi* of pi with 
~~=1V,,(p,~)+p E W”(XJV,p)\{p}.LetZbearealnumbersuchthatfi(P)-fi(p)>~>Ofor 
i = I. 2. Take k large enough so that Ifi - fi(p)I < Z. On the other hand, h(p) 2 fi(yk) for i = 1, 
2 (yl E W”(p)). Thus. fi(p)- fi(yk) rO+ Z = E for i = 1, 2 which contradicts the fact 
if, (x* ) - fi(p)i < < which we just established. 
Now. we take E < (s/~“o), where no is a positive integer, with W”(Xl V,, p) = W”(p) rl V,. 
Clearly. W‘CXIV,. p) = W’(p) n V.. Hence, the proof of Lemma 5.2 is complete. 
Now. we give the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
Proof. (a) The fact W*(p) is a submanifold with boundary follows easily from Lemma 5.2 
(for. W”(p) n V, is a submanifold if E is small). 
(b) Now. we show W”(p) is homeomorphic to 10, m) x Rind@‘. Choose t small, so that 
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s, ={q E v.lYw(4)=0~ u(4)=0, x(4)509 
[Y1*(4)+* * * + Y~d(P)(4)+x*(4)1”*< PI 
where 0 < E < E. (Hence, S, C V., p)). Notice that S, is homeomorphic to [0, =) x I?‘“” @‘. 
Let q(t) be a smooth function on [0, Z) such that q(t) = 0, if 0 I t 5 E/2; (7(t) is strictly 
decreasing if 2/21t<Z; and q(t)+-* as t+Z. Define $4 W*(p) by c(q)= 
Y(4([y174)+. . . + Y~“~(~)(~)+x~(~)I”*, 4)). Clearly 5 is l-l, onto and continuous. It is not 
difficult to see that W’(Xl V., p) = W’(p) rl V. implies l is a homeomorphism. This conclusion 
of (b) follows from the fact S, is homeomorphic to [0, a) x I?‘““ (‘I. 
Q.E.D. 
(B) The stable manifold w’( & ), where & is a critical interval in B 
Denote by P the mapping from W’(&) onto 8, such that r(q) = hrm_qIl,(q). It is not difficult 
to show that 7~ is continuous. 
Using arguments similar to the proof of Proposition 5.1, we obtain the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. (a) W’(&) is u topological submanifold (possibly with boundary). 
(b) 7~17~-‘(&\a0h)+ &\a@; is a trivial bundle with fiberR’““( Here 80; = & f~ {negative 
boundary points of 0). 
(c) WS(p)=[O,~)=Rind@) provided p is a negative end point of 8. 
Let us use the following sign convention to cusp points in 8. 
Definition 5.1. The end point b of a critical interval (3, is called negutiue if b is either negative 
boundary point of 8 (cf. Definition 2.5) or a cusp point. Otherwise, it is called positive. 
COROLLARY 5.1. dim gJ( W”(&)) = 1 if either 
(1) & is a critical interval with index i and both end points are positive or 
(2) & is a critical interval with index i - 1 and both end points are negative. 
Otherwise, dim Rci (W”(&)) = 0. Here RT denotes the Tech cohomology with compact 
supports. 
86. MORSE INEQUALITIES 
The main purpose of this section is to give the proof of Morse inequalities under the 
assumption that f satisfies the no cycle property. 
Again, we assume f satisfies the generic assumptions as in 0 1, X is a nice vector field for f, 
and W’ has its usual meaning (cf. 0 5). 
Definition 6.1. A subset 8, of the critical Pareto set 0 of f is called a critical element of f if 
and only if 8, is either a critical interval or a cusp point in 0. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. W = { W’(tl,)l& ranges over all critical elements off }. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 4.2. 
We define inductively a sequence of subspaces L, as follows: 
Definition 6.2. Lo = 4, L, = L,-, U {W”(&)laW’(&) C L,-,} where aW”(&) = closure 
W’(&)\ W’(&) and 0, denotes a critical element of J 
PROPOSITION 6.2. The subspaces {L,} have the properties 
(a) L, is closed for each r. 
(b) L, > L,-, for each r. 
(c) L,\L,_, is a disjoint union of W’(k), where the k’s are critical elements off. 
Definition 6.3. An admissible curve c for f = (f,,ft) is a continuous map from some interval 
[a, b] into W such that f, and fi are strictly increasing functions over [a, bl. If f(u) E 81, 
f(b) E &, then c is called an admissible curve from 0, to e2. (Here 0, and & are critical elements 
of f.) 
Definition 6.4. Suppose &, . . ., 8, (s 2 2) is a sequence of critical elements of J 81,. . ., 8, is 
called a cycle for f, if and only if for each i = 1,2,. . ., s either (1) there exists an admissible curve 
from ei+, to ei ;or (2) ei+, is a cusp point, ei s a critical interval and t&+, is an end point of & (Here 
we use the convention &+, = &.) 
Definition 6.5. f satisfies the no cycle property provided there exists no cycles among the 
critical elements of f. 
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PROPOSITION 6.3. The subspaces {L,} give a filtration of W provided f satisfies the no cycle 
property. 
In order to prove this proposition, the following lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 6.1. If aW”(&) n W”(&) # 4, then at least one of the following holds: 
(i) 19~ is a cusp point, 0, is a critical interval and & is an end point of 8, 
(ii) there exists an admissible curve from t!& to 0, 
(iii) there exists a critical element e, (# e,, e,) such that aW”(&) 17 W”(0,) # d and there 
exists an admissible curve from BP to & 
Proof. aW’(&) n W’(f)@) # do implies that there exists a sequence of points pi E W’(k), 
with pi + p E ep. 
Case 1. Suppose es is a cusp point. One may assume that (i) and (ii) are false. Otherwise, this 
lemma is already proved in this case. 
Denote by 0,, & the only two critical intervals which have p (= 0,) as an end point. Clearly, 
(i) is false implies that pi B W”(t?,) U W”(&) U W”(p) for any i. Certainly, W”(&) U 
W”(&) U W”(p) contains W’(XlV.,p), where V. is the neighborhood of p given in Lemma 
5.1. Thus, one can apply Lemma 5. I to obtain real numbers tk, a subsequence p,& of pi such that 
Y,,(Pik)-+ B E W”(PNP1. 
Denote by er the unique critical element of f such that p E W’(&). We claim that 0, has the 
property stated in (iii). Now, p E W’(&) n W”(p) implies that there exists an admissible curve 
from ea to ey Set y = @q,(p). Clearly, y E w”(e,) n W’(&). (ii) is false implies that 
y E aW”(e,) n W’(0,). In other words, one has aW”(&,) n W”(fI,) # 4. Thus, the proof of 
Lemma 6.1 is complete in this case. 
Case 2. Suppose es is a critical interval. An argument similar to the proof of Case 1 works. 
Thus, the proof of Lemma 6.1 is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
Now, we give the proof of Proposition 6.3. Define 8, 2 f& if and only if either 8, = Ba or there 
exists e,, .. ., 8, (S 22) with 8, = e,, 8, = e,, and aW”(t%) n W”(e,+,) # d for i = 1,2,. . ., s- 1. 
Using the above lemma, it is not difficult to show that 5 is a partial order among critical elements 
off. Since W = U, W”(k) (Proposition 6.1), it suffices to show that if L,-, # W then L,\L,-I # 4. 
This fact is proved as follows: Suppose L,-, # W. Let 0, be a minimal element in {0,/S, not in 
L,_,}. Clearly, aW”(&) C L,-,. Therefore L,\L,-, .I 0,. In particular, L,\L,-, is non-empty. 
Q.E.D. 
Let us state an abstract version of Morse inequalities in the context of topological spaces. The 
proof is a short well-known argument using the exact cohomology sequence of a pair and can be 
found in [ll]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let W be an n -dimensional topological space with closed subspaces L, for each 
integer r such that L, > L,-,, and there exists integers a, b with L, = 4, and W = Lb. Using any 
fixed cohomology theory and coeficient field, assume dimension Hi(L,, L,-,) is finite for each i 




T (-1)‘Mi = 2 (-l)iB,. 
Definition 6.6. Set 
Ma=ao 
Mi=a,+yimI (O<i<n) 
M. = yn-I 
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where = the number i and both end points are positive; and 
yi = the number of critical intervals with index j and both end points are negative. 
LEMMA 6.2. Using tech theory if Mi is as in Definition 6.6, then Mi = F dim 17ji(L,, L,_,). 
Proof. Denoting cohomology with compact supports by fl=‘, since I?J(P\R) = R’(P, R) for 
tech theory, we have dim I?(L,, L,-J = C dim aci ( W’ (6,)). Proposition 6.1 implies 
8, CL,\L,-, 
T dim I?‘(L,, L,-J = z dim Ri ( WS( 8, )). Using Proposition 5.1, Corollary 5.1, one has 
dim I%‘( W”(&)) = 1 if either (1) 8, is a critical interval with index i and both end points are 
positive or (2) 8, is a critical interval with index i - 1 and both end points are negative, and 
dim E?;‘( W’(&)) = 0 otherwise. The lemma follows easily from the above observations. 
We now state and prove the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose f: W + R’, has no cycles and satisfies the generic conditions as in § 1. 
Then the following inequalities hold: 
M, 2 Bo, 
M,-M,,rB,-Ba, 
2 (-1)‘Mi 2 c (-l)‘Bi, 
where B,‘s are the Betti numbers of W, and Mi’s are as in Definition 6.6. 
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.3, Lemma 6.2, and Theorem 6.1. 
We conclude this section with a number of remarks: 
(1) The set of Morse inequalities may fail to hold if f has some cycles. However, the last 
equality can be proved easily with the no cycle property assumption. That is, F (-l)‘M, = 
F (-l)‘B, if f satisfies the generic assumptions as in § 1, where Mi’s are as in Definition 6.6 and 
Bi’s are the Betti numbers of W. 
(2) Suppose f: W + R* satisfies the generic assumptions as in 0 1. If the images f(&) for 
critical intervals are pairwise disjoint then f has no cycles. 
(3) The condition that f has no cycles is a nongeneric assumption on f. 
(4) If one refines the critical intervals, one can get Morse inequalities for a generic class of 
mappings. 
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